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A method of measurement and analysis is presented which makes tal resolutions and describes two identifiers; one used to provide ~ 
maximum use of the dependence of energy loss d£/dx upon range particle identification during heavy ion fragmentation studies -~ 
to identify isotopically particles which stop in an identifier con- at the Bevatron, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory; th~ 'i>ther, a 
sisting of several thick, solid state detectors. Theoretical identi- rocket-borne instrument used to measure the isotopic abundan-
fication efficiency, mass resolution, charge resolution, and energy ces in the inner trapped radiation belt. 
resolution are determined. A following paper provides experimen-

1. Introduction 

It is convenient to begin this paper by discussing 
the situation which required the development of this 
particle identifier, for the motivation leads in a natural 
way to the method developed. 

One consequence. of the Apollo Command Module 
fire was the cancellation of many of the scientific experi
ments planned for the earth-orbiting Apollo missions. 
One such experiment (proposed by H. H. Heckman) 
would have used nuclear emulsions to measure th,e flux, 
energy spectrum, and isotopic abun~ances of particles 
trapped in the inner radiation belt. Transfer of the 
experiment to one of the later, longer duration missions 
was precluded due to the accumulative detrimental 
effects of background. Thus a need arose for an elec
tronic particle identifier which could assume the tasks 
originally assigr.ed to the nuclear emulsion experiment. 

Earlier the author had considered the possibility of 
achieving particle identification using an identifier 
consisting of solid state detectors separated by layers 
of absorber. This configuration represented an attempt 
to obtain information useful for particle identification 
by observing the change in the rate of energy loss 
(dEjdx) with range. It was found that such a detector 
absorber design could provide identification, however, 
only over a limited rahge of eqergies. Other configura
tions utilizing the same approach were investigated in 
order to meet the scientific requirements to measure 
proton energies from 20 to 1000 MeV and to identify 
reliably geomagnetically trapped deuterons and tritons 
estimated to be less than 1% of the proton component. 

As a result of Monte Carlo calculations and proto
type evaluation, we found that isotopic identification 

• Work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration NASA Grants NGR 05-003-405 and NGR 
.05-003-256, and Contract NAS 9-5249. 

over a wide range of energies is possible provided 
dEjdx is measured continuously along the entire range 
of a particle. This requirement can be achieved by an 
identifier design which uses enough detectors to stop 
the isotopes of interest and has a minimal amount of 
inactive material between dE(dx sensitive regions. 

The maximum energy at which isotopes can be 
identified is limited by the nuclear interaction length. 
Chemical separation extends to relativistic energies and 
does not require the particle to stop in the instrument. 

2. Qualitative description of method and limitations 

In this section we develop approximate equations for 
the dependence of the energy deposited in a detector 
upon the mass m, charge z, and energy E of the incident 
particle. Using these equations, we then exa~ine in a 
qualitative fashion this method of particle identification 
and its inherent limitations; 

2.1. ENERGY LOSS IN A DETECTOR 

For our purposes here we express the energy loss rate 
of a particle moving through material as 

(1) 

where {3 is the velocity of the incident particle in units 
of the speed of light; constants a and b are determined 
only by the stopping material. 

In this qualitative approach we will assume a solid 
state detector produces a pulse of charge proportional 
to the energy deposited by the incident particle and 
will refer to this energy deposited as the pulse produced 
in the detector. 

In order to evaluate the pulse, P, when the velocity 
is changing, we first integrate eq. (I) 'obtaining a 
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relationship for the total range, R, of the particle 

[E dx m [P /3 3 d/3 

R = Jo dE dE= z2 Jo In [ /32 ]' 

(1- /32) 

For f3 < 0.7 the logarithmic term is slowly varying 
and we approximate the integral by a power law, 

R = .!!!._ ( E)ttd 
cz2 m 

In this equation the constants c and d are derived 
from a and b and thus depend only on the properties 
of the matter through which the particle passes. Solving 
forE in terms of R, 

(
c. Rz

2

)

4 

E=m -- . 
m 

When a particle traverses a detector of thickness t, 
its range is shortened by an amount t. The pulse that 
is produced is therefore 

p = cdz2dmt-d[Rd- (R-ttJ. 

Evaluating the constants for silicon and expressing P 
in M\::V, we have 

p = 0.244 Z1.12 m0.44 [R0.56 _ (R _ t)0.56], (2) 

where R and t are expressed in J-Lm, z in units of electron 
charge, and m in units of proton mass. 

Now we consider particles penetrating or coming to 
rest in a particle identifier. For convenience, let us 
as~ume all detectors are of equal thickness and that 
there 'is no inactive material bet~een the energy
sensitive regions~ (In practice it is possible to reduce 
this inactive material to less than I% of the thickness 
of the active region for 3 to 5 mm lithium drifted silicon 
detectors by lapping the lithium dead layer.) For the 
moment let us also assume the particles enter the 
identifier perpendicular to the surface of the detectors. 
Definitions of the variables which will be used follow: 

n = number of detectors in the identifier, 
t = detector thickness, .. 
x. = range of the incident particle in units oft, 
P1 = pulse produced in the ith detector, 
k = number of the last detector with non-zero pulse 

for stopping particle events. 

Shown at the top of fig. 1 is a five-detector identifier 
with lines drawn to represent three event configurations: 
4 He, which penetrates all five detectors; 3He, which 
stops in detector 5; and a particle of range x = 2.3. 

Using eq. (2), the pulse in the ith detector is: 

0.244 z1.12 m0.44 10.56 x 

X [(x-i+1)0'56 -(x-i)0'56], i<X, 

p
1 

= o.244 zt.t2m0.44 1o.56(.x-i+ 1)o.56, 

i-1:s;;x:s;;i, 

0, x<i-1. 

The range dependence can be seen more clearly if we 
define 

C(m, z, t) = 0.244 zt. 12 m 0 '
44t 0 '

56, 

{ 

0, 

ft (x) = . X0.56' 0 :s;; X :5: 1' 

X0.56 _ (X- 1)0.56, X> 1, 

X< 0, 

Ji(x) =f1(x-i+1). 

The pulse in the ith detector can now be expressed as 

P1 = C(m,z,t)fi(x). (3) 

In fig. 1 the functionsft(x) are shown for a five-detector 
identifier. Each f. rises from zero when the range is such. 
that the particle enters the ith detector, reaches a 
maximum when x = i, and falls off at longer ranges. 
The set of pulses produced by a particle, which we shall 
refer to as the "signature" of the particle, is calculated 
by multiplying each f 1(x) by the single rimge-indepen-

8 9 10 

'Range in units of detector thickness 

Fig. I. Conceptual drawing of a five-detector identifier. Pulse. 
predicting functions.!; are shown for each detector as a function 

of particle range X in units Of detector thickness. 
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dent constant, C(m, z, t). For example, the signature of 
the 3 He event pictured in fig. I is obtained by multi
plying the circled_{; values for the appropriate range by 
the constant 0.224 (2)1.1 2 (3)0

.4
4 t 0 ·

56
• 

2,2. StOPPING PARTICLES 

Let us consider when different particles produce 
identical signatures. Using eq. (3) this can be expressed 
as 

C(m,z,t)/;(x) = C(m',z',t)/;(x'), 

where i = I,n and the primed variables refer to the 
second particle. 

In the region 1 < x < n -I, identical signatures can 
be obtained only if the second particle stops in the 
same detector since the next detector must have zero 
pulse. If Pk =f. 0, and Pk+ 1 = 0, then we require 
k-I < x' < k. In fig. I, k = 3, and the dashed lines 
show the interval in which x' is confined. 
Examination of the variation of f 1 _ 3 in this region reveals 
that proper ratios of the pulses can only be obtained by 
requiring x' = x. Thus, to produce identical signatures 
we require, 

C(m, z, t) = C(m', z', t), and x' = x. (4) 

In other words, only particles with the same range 
energy relationship can be confusea. 

I 

DETECTORS 
2 3 4 

.3r-~--.--=~--~~----~~ 

: .I 

e .01 
~ 
~ .05 
~ 
~~~ .03 

.01 

---
3He} 

__ 4 He · IIO<?OJLm RANGE 

·00 7 o!:":-. ---:;3;-;:ot;.o;-;:o;----:6=-:o-:!-.o=-:o=----=g-;;}oo"""o-==--~l2::co:-!.o o 
RANGE (,um) 

TOTAL ENERGY DEPOSI.TED IN DETECTORS (Me\") 

3H : 
4 

e. 
He: 

27.3 

30.8 

2 3 4 

32.3 

36.6 

43.1. 

48.8 

63.7 

72.0 

Fig. 2. d£/dx vs range (pm) for 3He and 4He of equal range. The 
dotted lines indicate detector boundaries. The accompanying 

table lists the pulses produced in each detector. 

The smallest difference in signatures is when x' = x, 
and in this worst case the percentage difference in 
pulses produced in each detector is 

PD = C(m,z,t)- C(m',z',t) x 100 . 

C(m,z,t) 

As a specific example, the percentage difference in 
pulses for 3 He and 4 He of the same range is 

' 40.44- 30.44 

PD = 40.44 X 100 = 12%. 

Fig. 2 shows the dEfdx as a function ofrange for 
these isotopes and also the pulses in each detector, 
assuming 3000 11m detectors and II 000 11m range. The 
differences between Pi(4 He)- PieHe) are from 3.5 
MeV for i = 1 to 8.3 MeV for i = 4, giving a total 
of 21.8 MeV separation in the four pulses combined. 
Because the energy resolution of a solid state detector 

· is generally better than 0.1 MeV, the difference between 
the signatures of 3 He and 4 He is unambiguous. In 
section 6 we shall evaluate the separation efficiency in 
detail. 

Particle identification using several thick detectors 
is an alternative to the AE-E method1

•
2

) where the 
dEjdx of a particle is measured by a thin detector 
followed by a single thick detector that measures the 

DETECTORS 
2 3 4 

.3r-~--.-~~--~~-.--~~ 

.I 

e .o1 
~ > .05 .. 
:::. 

w~l,. .03 ...... 

.01 

160 MeV 

3000 6000 9000 12000 
RANGE (,um) 

TOTAL ·•E:Nf:•RGY DEPOSITED IN DETECTORS (MeV) 

3 0 

He. 28.2 
4 0 

He. 36.0 

2 3 4 

34.1 

47.3 

48.S 

76.7 

49.2 

0 

Fig. 3. d£/dx vs range (pm) for 3He and 4He of equal energy 
(160 MeV). The dotted lines indicate detector boundaries. The 
accompanying table lists the pulses produced in each detector. 
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energy E. At the energies considered here, the isotopic 
resolution of the AE-E method is limited because the· 
straggle in the energy deposited in the thin dEfdx 
detector allows different isotopes of the same energy to 
have the same signature. The identification information 
obtained by observing dEfdx along the entire range can 
be clearly seen by comparing the two methods in this 
limiting case. Fig. 3 shows the dEfdx versus range and 
lists the pulses produced in each 3000 Jlm detector 
when 3 He and 4 He enter an identifier at an energy of 
160 MeV. The difference in the signatures is drastic; 
in fact, the 3 He deposits 49.2 MeV in dectector 4, 
while the 4 He does not reach this detector. If the 
AE-E method were used in this case, the identification 
would depend solely on the difference in dEfdx 
measured by a thin detector which precedes a thick 
total energy detector. At this energy the straggle in the 
energy deposited in a thin dEfdx detector can cause a 
10% uncertainty in the separation of 3He and 4 He3

). 

Utilizing two AE detectors, Goulding et al.4
) have 

achieved an ·uncertainty of 0.06% separating these 
isotopes at sfightly lower energies. 

The separation achieved when thick detectors are 
used to observe dEfdx over a larger portion of the · 
range can be estimated by calculating what percentage 
of the 4He particles reach detector 4 due to straggle 
in range. In this case, the range straggle distribution 
has a standard deviation of I% of the range. The range 
of the I 60 MeV 3 He is 8300 ± 83 11m; therefore, a range 
straggle of eight standard deviations is required for the 
4 He to reach a range of 9000 Jlm and enter detector 4. 
Thus, the number of 4 He reaching detector 4 is less 
than 10-10 %. In this case we conclude that there is an 
increase of at least a factor of 106 in resolution when 
several thick detectors are used to more fully utilize the . 
information contained in the change of dEfdx with 
range. However, while the AE-E method can be applied 
electronically2

), this thick detector technique requires 
computer analysis to extract the identification infor
mation. 

2.3. NON-STOPPING EVENTS 

When particle ranges reach the second half of the 
last detector, the mass resolution decreases quickly. 
The reason for the drop is the absence of an/,+ 1 curve, 
which makes it possible to achieve similar pulse 
amplitudes and ratios by proper choice of x'. The 
events labeled 3 He and 4 He in fig. 1 demonstrate how 
the range of the 4 He can be chosen so that it simulates 
the 3He signature. If there were a sixth detector, the 
4 He would be forced to have a range less than 5.0 and 
could not be confused with the 3 He. 

The charge resolution likewise decreases for events 
which traverse the identifier. However, useable charge 
resolution can be achieved at relativistic velocities. 

2.4. IDENTIFiCATION LiMITATIONS 

For stopping particles to have the saine signature, 
eq. (4) requires 

C(m',z',t) = C(m,z,t), 

or 
(5) 

This relationship is useful to examine when neutron
rich or neutron-deficient isotopes can be simulated by 
the more abundant isotopes of an element of higher or 
lower charge. If the signature of a neutron-rich isotope 
with mass m', charge z' is to be simulated by a particle 
of mass m, charge z = z'+ 1, eq. (5) requires 

, (z' + 1)2.54 m =m --
z' 

As an example, if z' = 7, m = I6, then m' = 22.3, 
which implies that 160 gives the same signature as a 
hypothetical22

· 3N. 
The mass of a neutron-deficient isotope with charge 

z', which can be confused with a particle of mass m, 
charge z = z' -I, is 

, (z' _1)2.54 
m =m -

z' 

Letting the simulating particle be 14N, we see that 
m' = 14(7/8)2

·
54 = 10 or 100 is the neutron-deficient 

isotope mimicked by 14N. 
Limitations on the acceptance solid angle can also 

be investigated using eq. (5). A particle which enters 
an identifier at an angle (J relative to normal incidence 
can be described by replacing t with t sec e. The angle at 
which a particle of mass m', charge z' produces the 
same signature as that produced by a particle ofmass 
m, charge z is 

_1 (z')2 (m')o. 79 8 =cos - -
z m 

(6) 

From this relation we see that higher mass isotopes 
entering at an angle cannot be confused with isotopes 
of lower mass. However, 14N produces the same 
signature as 15N if the 14N enters the identifier at an 
angle 

(
14)0.79 

8= cos- 1 

15 
= 18 7°. 

I 

t 

I 

r 
' 
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Eq. (5) also shows that higher charge isobars may be 
simulated by those of lower charge entering at an 
angle; for instance, the angle at which 32S must enter 
in order to simulate the isobar 32 Cl is 

(16)2 

(} = cos- 1 

17 
= 28.0°. 

The conclusions reached in this section are quali
tative and intended to provide insight into the iden
tification method and possible ambiguities. To deter
mine actual identification efficiencies, we develop in the 
following sections a chi-square identification scheme 
that incorporates a realistic range-energy relation and 
detailed error analysis. 

3. Identification technique 

The method of identifying particles from their 
signatures presented here assumes the pulses P;= 1 ,n are 
available for off-line analysis by a large computer. A 
small computer used on-line can give approximate 
identification while recording the signatures for later 
detailed analysis. A system of this type consisting of 
a nine-element particle identifier interfaced to a 
PDP-8 computer (described in the following experi
menta·J paper) was programmed to provide charge 
spectra on-line during a heavy • ion fragmentation 
experimen.t. We shall not discuss the on-line analysis 
methods further, as they depend strongly upon the 
particular experiment and are all simplified versions 
of the detailed analysis developed here. 

The basic identification problem is to determine 
whis;h particle has the highest probability of producing 
a given pulse signature. This is quite similar to the 
analysis of interaction vertices in a bubble chamber5

) 

and we shall use essentially the same method of 
chi-square fitting. This approach consists of calcu
lating a chi-square fit to the observed signature for 
each hypothetical particle choice. The particle with the 
lowest chi-square then has the highest probability of 
having produced the observed signature. 

Let P;= 1 ,n be the set of observed pulses and P'i=l,n 
be the signature of the hypothesized particle. of energy 
E. The chi-square function is defined by the expression 

Xz = I (P;-P;)z 
i= 1 af 

where a; is the normal error in P;-P'; (ref. 6). The fit 
to the observed signature is obtained by minimizing x2 

values with respect to the energy E. 
Use of the / formulation allows straightforward 

evaluation of mass resolution, charge resolution, and 

energy resolution~ However;· we must first develop a 
method of calculating the predicted signatures and 
the errors, a,. This is dqne in the next two sections. 

4. Pulse calculation 

The power law range-energy relationship used earlier 
to qualitatively predict the pulse signatures of various 
particles is not suitable for practical use due to several 
drawbacks. The most serious of these is that its 
accuracy is limited to a small energy range. Particles 
which stop in an identifier pass through detectors over 
a wide range of energies. The pulse, predicted for a 
particle which leaves a detector with a low velocity, 
is quite dependent· upon the range-energy relation at 
low energies because of the large rate of energy loss 
in this region. Thus, to accurately predict the signature 
of a stopping event, a range energy relation must be 
accurate from very low energies up to the energy at 

· which particles enter the first detector- which may be 
several hundred MeVfnucleon for identifiers with total 
silicon thicknesses the order of 10 g/cm2• Another 
difficulty is that the power law range-energy function 
fails to reflect the fact that the rate of energy loss 
decreases and passes through a minimum near 
2 GeVjnucleon before rising at higher relativistic 
energies. This high-energy behavior is important in 
relation to the proper charge identification of particles 
which pass through an identifier. 

The pulse predictions should be at least as accurate 
as the pulse measurements in order to efficiently use 
the information provided. Possible pulses ·range from 
almost zero energy deposited, for a particle which 
enters a detector at low energy, to hundreds of MeV 
when a multiple charge particle stops in the rear of a 
detector. Under these conditions, the resolution over 
most of the energy range is limited primarily by the 
calibration and digitization accuracy. 

A reasonable assumption is that resolution the 
order ofO.l-1% of.fu/1 scale can be achieved over the 
entire observed energy range. Thus, the range energy 
relation for a given particle should provide pulses 
accurate to 0.1-1% of the maximum pulse observed 
(which is produced when the particle stops at thereat 
of the detector). 

4.1. RANGE-ENERGY RELATIONS 

Because there are 
1
no empirical range-energy data 

available over . wide energy ranges for. many of the 
par.ticles of interest, we have generated range-energy 
functions for the heavier ions using the semi-empirical 
proton energy loss rate in silicon as a starting point. 

j 

1 
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The purpose of this calculation is twofold: one, to 
provide a set of range energy tables of reasonable 
accuracy for use in the identification efficiency calcu
lations; two, to achieve an understanding of how the 
various refinements to the range energy relation 
affect the predicted pulse. 

The simple scaling of dEjdx by z2 does not.apply at 
velocities low enough that the particle can capture 
electrons. The electron capture lowers the energy loss 
rate and this causes the range to increase 7). The semi
empirical relationship presentedby Pierce and Blann8

) 

for the effective charge, z*, of a particle of velocity v 
and charge z is: 

where vr = v/z2
•
3 v0 and v0 is the Thomas-Fermi 

electron velocity. The electronic stopping power for a 
particle of charge z and velocity v becomes 

dEle dEle z*> 
dx: = dx P y;' 

where dE"jdxP is the empirical proton energy loss rate 
at the same velocity, and y~ is the effective charge of a 
proton of velocity v. The proton effective charge 
measurements of Hall9

) as parameterized by Booth 
and Grant10

) were used for 'l'p· • 
The energy lost to the nuclei of the absorbing 

medium .must be determined for two reasons: first, 
because such energy loss decreases the range of a 
particle; second, this nuclear stopping energy loss does 
not appear in the pulse produced by the detectors. The 
energy loss due to nuclear stopping can be determined 
using an equation developed by Haines and White
head11) from LSS stopping theory12

) and empirically 
adjusted for silicon absorbers by Wilkens et alP). The 
equation for the energy lost in nuclear stopping, En, 
when a particle of energy E(MeV) is brought to rest is 

En = 4.464Ef(6.20 + 0.72 cE). 

Here the constant c converts to LSS units and has the 
value for silicon, 

c = 3.252 x 10
4 

(zt +5-_ 809)-t 28.09 
14z M+28.09 

where M is the mass of the particle in amu and z the 
charge. Like charge neutralization, nuclear stopping 
is a low velocity effect, which reaches an asymptotic 
value of 6.2/c at an energy of 100/c. Expressing the 
total energy loss rate as a sum of nuclear and electronic 

terms, 

dE= dEle+ ~E~n =dEle+ dEn dE, 
dx dx z dx dx : dE dx 

· we can solve for the total stopping power, 

dE dE/dxl: (z*
2'/y;) dEfdxl: 

dx 1 - dEn/dE 1 - dEntdE 

This expression must then be integrated to obtain 
the range, or the actual path length, as a function of 
energy.· This patli length is always greater than the 
projected distance traversed due to multiple scattering. 
For a given angle of entry, a solid state detector 
measures the energy deposited along a path which is 
defined by its projection on the original direction. Thus, 
what is required for our purposes is the projected range 
as a function of energy. If 4> is the angle of projection, 
then 

R (E)= R (E)+ lE <cos4J) dE. 
P P 

0 JEo dE/dx 

Here E0 is some small starting energy chosen where 
empirical range-energy data14

) are available. The 

> 
~ref. 
a: 
0 ... 
(.) 
UJ ... 
UJ 
c 

E 
:trd 0 
0 
0 ,.., 
z· 

c 
11.1 ... 
:g rd 
Q. 
UJ 
c 

>
(!) 
a: 
w 
z 
UJ 

ENERGY. (MeVjnucleon) 

Fig. 4. Pulses in MeV produced in a 3000 pro Si(Li) detector by 
particles 1 H, 4He, 14N, and 32S as a function of particle energy in 

MeV/nucleon. 
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average of the angle of projection <cos <P) was calcu
lated using the screened Rutherford cross section of 
Nigam et aiY) in the general format of Scott16

). The 
proton dEjdx function was taken from the compilation 
of Janni17

) for energies below I GeV; above I GeV, 
from the calculations of Barkas and Berger18

). 

4.2. PULSE AND EFFECT OF VARIOUS CORRECTIONS 

Given a projected range-energy relation as described 
above, the energy Er, which a particle has at exit from 
a detector of thickness t, is related to the energy at 
entrance E. by the equation 

Er = R; 1 [Rp(E.) - t], 

where RP -I is the inverse of RP. 
The energy recorded by the detector, however, is 

not E.- Er because some energy is lost due to nuclear 
stopping. This energy is 

The pulse seen is then 

P = E. - R; 1 [Rp{£.) - t] - L1£n. {7) 

In fig. 4, pulses calculated in this fashion for 1 H, 4 He, 
14N, and '32S are shown as a functio,n of energy per 
nucleon for a 3 mm detector. In general, the pulse rises 
in proportion to the total energy until exiting the 
detector. Then there is an abrupt slope change, and the 
pulse decreases with increasing energy. The energy at 

Z=47 

10.0 
E ·Et (MeV/nucleon) 

Fig. 5. Error in calculated pulse expressed as a percentage of the 
maximum pulse expected for a particle if the charge neutraliza
tion effect is neglected. The energy scale is £-£1 in MeV/nucleon, 
where E is the energy of the particle and £ 1 is the energy at which 

the particle just penetrates the 3000 11m detector. 

which the hypothesized particle enters the ith detector 
is determined by subtracting the measured value of the 
energy lost in the preceeding detectors QJ:} Pj)from 
the energy E assumed at entrance to detector L The 
predicted pulse for the ith detector is then calculated 
using eq. (7). 

The initial energy, £ 1, such that a particle just 
traverses a detector is affected by the refinements to 
the range-energy. relation mode above. From fig. 4 we 
see that the pulse is rapidly changing at this point, due 
to the large ionization rate at low velocities. This fact 
indicates that a small change in range will produce a 
relatively large change in the predicted pulse. In fig. 5 
we have plotted the difference between pulses predicted 
for a 3000 Jlm detector, with and without the effects of 
charge neutralization. Because the charge neutralization 
and multiple scattering effects are largest in the energy 
region when the particles are leaving the back of the 
detector, the energy variable is E- E1 in units of Me Vj 
nucleon. Also in keeping with our viewpoint that the 
resolution is a fixed percentage offull scale, we have 
plotted the pulse differences for the various particles as 
a percentage of the maximum pulse observed for each 
particle. Charge neutralization is a dominant effect 
for z >],ranging from a minimum of I% for z = 2 to 
30% for z = 92. 

If the multiple scattering effect is neglected, predicted 
pulses are too low, as shown in fig. 6. As expected, this 
effect again re~ches a maximum near£,, then decreases. 
Above mass 4, the effect of multiple scattering is 
negligible. 

-IO.Or---r--...--...--...--.,.,----.-----. 

Z=l 

... 
~ 

w -1.0 

E- Et (MeV /nucleon) 

Fig. 6. Error in calculated pulse expressed as a percentage of the 
maximum pulse expected for a particle if the multiple scattering 
effect is neglected. The .energy scale is £-£1 in MeV/nucleon, 
where E is the energy of the particle and Et is the energy at which 

the particle just penetrates the 3000 pm detector. 
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The nuclear stopping effect can be estimated from the 
asymptotic value of 6.2/c at energy 100/c. For instance,. 
the maximum energy a U ion can lose in nuclear 
stopping is 12 MeV, when it is brought to rest from an 
energy greater than 192 MeV. If the detector thickness 
is3000J.Lm the maximum pulse is 3.64 x 104 MeVand the 
effect of neglecting nuclear stopping is less than 0.04%. 
The nuclear stopping effect must be included when 
detector thickness becomes small; for instance, for 
2350 the nuclear stopping is 0.1% of the maximum 
pulse at a detector thickness of 600 J.Lm. 

4.3. RESIDUAL PULSE HEIGHT DEFECT 

At high-energy loss rates in silicon-surface barrier 
detectors, in addition to the nuclear stopping defect, 
a residual pulse defect has been observed13

•
19

). The 
residual defect has been theoretically attributed by 
Hansen20

) to reduced charge collection efficiency due 
to the lowered mobility in a thin p-type inversion layer 
at the surface. This qualitative explanation described 
the defect as a loss of signal from a region at the barrier 
of thickness · 

T = 0.081 (dE)' t, 
dx .. 

where Tis in J.Lm and d£/dx expressed in MeV/J.Lm. The 
maximum d£/dx for U is 27.2 MeV/J.Lm, for which 
T = I. 73 J.Lm; all lower charged particles have a smaller 
value of T. This relation for T agrees with the revised 
measurements of Wilkins et alP), which were reported 
by Hansen, to within a factor of 2. The disagreement 
implies that the identity of the ion is an additional 
variable. 

It is clearly premature to attempt a quantitative 
description of the corresponding phenomena in lithium 
drift silicon detectors at this time. However, an order 
of magnitude estimate can be made if one projects the 
empirical data to higher energy loss rates. If this is 
done for U, a maximum defect of 33 MeV is predicted. 
The maximum pulse for a U ion in a 3000 J.Lm detector 
is 3.64 x 104 MeV; therefore, the defect is the order of 
0.1% of the maximum pulse. 

We conclude that the range-energy relation used 
should include connections for charge neutralization, 
multiple scattering for z = 1,2 particles and nuclear 
stopping for heavy particles in detectors of thickness 
such that the maximum pulse observed is less than 
6200/c. The residual pulse height defect requires 
further experimental study; however, present know
ledge indicates this defect will cause no significant 
errors if detectors ~ 3000 pm are used. We have seen 
in section 2 that this method of identification is based 

on the relative difference in energy loss for different 
particles. Efficiency calculations, therefore, do not 
depend on the absolute values of the individual ranges.· 
Ideally, empirical range energy relations should be used 
for data analysis. At present, these data are available 
only at low energies for the higher z particles21 ). 

5. Error calculation 

The x2 method of identification achieves its mathe
matical simplicity and computational utility by assu
ming the errors involved are distributed in a gaussian 
fashion. Making this assumption, the variance, crf, of 
the difference between predicted and observed pulses 
P';-P; can be expressed as 

u? = u2 (P;) + u 2 (P;), 

where u(P;) and cr(P';) represent the standard deviations 
of the observed and predicted pulse spectra. 

5.1. ERROR IN THE OBSERVED PULSE 

There are three contributions to the error in the 
observed pulse. The first of these is the energy reso
lution of the system, cr., which we have estimated to 
range from 1.0% to 0.1% of full scale. The second 
contribution is the straggle in the actual energy 
deposited when a particle passes through a detector. 
The variations in detector thickness produce the third 
contribution. 

The straggle in the energy deposited is caused by the 
statistical nature of the energy loss process. This 
straggling process ·has been investigated by many 
authors. In terms of increasing energy loss relative to 
the initial energy they are: Landau22

) in the region of 
very small relative energy loss, Vavilov23

) and Symon24
) 

in the region up to 10% energy loss, Tschalar25
·
26

) and 
Payne27

) in the region of high percentage energy loss. 
The straggling distribution is characterized by a wide · 
region of relative energy loss for which the shape is 
gaussian. There is increasing assymetry for very low 
and very high relative energy losses. The region of 
gaussian behavior increases with the mass of the par-. 
ticle; for protons, the distribution is approximately · 
gaussian for relative energy losses ranging from 5 to . 
75%25

). An equation governing the moments of the 
energy loss distribution was derived by Symon. Using 
Payne's formuJaticm for the second moment, we can 
express the standard deviation as 

u = 2:- dE [ (dEl )2 lE. M 2 (E) Jt 
sg · dx Er Er (dEfdx)3 • 

(8) 

In this expression,£. is the initial particle energy, Ec is 
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the energy at exit from the detector, and M 2 (E) is the 
second moment of the collision spectrum. M 2 (E) is
calculated using the Born approximation by Livingston 
and Bethe28

). 

The contribution from the thickness variations .· 
depends on the energy loss rate when the particle leaves 
the detector. If we let E/ be the energy of a particle 
leaving detector i, the error in the observed pulse is 

CTtb = dEl . CT, ' 
dx Ec 

where CT1 is the variation of the active region thickness. 
Combining the errors due to instrumental resolution 

(CT.), straggle, and thickness variations, the error in the 
observed pulse is 

Because CT1h and CT,8 are zero for stopping particles, 
there is a discontinuity in CT(P;) when a particle has 
energy £ 1, suf_ficient to just penetrate the detector. This 
nonphysical discontinuity is caused by the assumption 
that the particle range is uniquely defined by the initial 
energy. For a given energy there is a distribution of 
possible ranges. This range straggle distribution is 
generally gaussian with a width the order of (m)-t% 

4 

2 

of the total range29
). The discontinuity in CT(P;) is remo

ved by averaging over the range straggle distribution. 
The resultant error in the observed pulse, CT(P;), is shown 
in fig. 7 for 1 H, 4 He, and 14N as afunction of E- £ 1 in a 
3000 11m detector. Again, we have plotted the error as 
a percentage of the maximum pulse for each particle. 
The value chosen for the resolution was I .0% of the 
maximum pulse produced by each particle. The error is 
constant at the value CTr until the range is close to a. 
detector thickness. The maximum at ranges close to t 

is due to the large values of dEjdxEr in this region, The 
error CT(P;) has the same form for all the detectors in an 
identifier. The contribution due to straggling CT58 cannot 
be reduced by increased instrument resolution and 
defines the minimum error achievable. 

5.2. ERROR IN THE PREDICTED PULSE 

Pulse prediction accuracy is limited by the know-
1 

ledge of the energy E! with which the particle enters the 
I 

· ith detector. The energy at entrance to the ith detector 
was expressed in section 4.2 as 

i-1 

E~ = E- L Pi, 
i=l 

where E is the energy of the hypothesized particle when 
it enters the identifier. and Pi is the observed pulse in 

(MeV I nucleon l 

Fig. 7. Error in observed pulse; a(P;), for any 3000 pm detector. a(P;) is expressed as a percentage of the maximum pulse expected for 
the particle. Resolution (ar) is assumed to be 1.0% of the maximum pulse. The energy scale is E-Et in MeV/nucleon, where E is the 

energy at which the particle just exits the detector. 
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detector j. Again, assuming the errors are gaussian, 
the uncertainty in E: is (i -1 )t a,. The contribution 
to the error in the predicted pulse is then 

(p ,.> ap;/ c. l)t a . =- z- a. 
' oE E~ r 

(9} 

Like the error a(P;), this expression must also be 
integrated over the range straggle distribution in order 
to give physical results. 

0 
-3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

E-~ (MeV /nucleon) 

Fig. 8. Error in the predicted pulse a(P't) of 14N for 3000 pro 
detectors in positions i = 2, 4 and 6 of an identifier. a (P't) is 
expressed as a percentage of the maximum pulse expected for 
14N. Resolution (a,) assumed was 1.0% of the maximum pulse. 
The energy scale is E-Et in MeV/nucleon where E is the energy of 
the particle and Et is the energy at which the particle just pene-

.,10 
"' 
~ 8 
E 
" E 
·;; 6 
0 

:::;: 

trates the detector. 

cr, = 1.0% 

0';=0.5% 

<J.=O.I% 

r----------- cr.9-.. --------

QLI-~2~. -~3--4~-5~-~6-~7~-8~-~9--10~~ 

Detector Number 
11.11 

I 

Fig. 9. Peak values of total error a, and the energy loss struggle 
contribution asg for 14N in dectectors of 3000 pm tickness. ai 
and asg are expressed as a percentage of the maximum pulse 
expected for 14N. Curves are plotted for resolution values 

ar = 1.0%, 0.5%, and 0.1 %. 

Because oP;/oE ~ l when E < E1, the error in the 
predicted pulse is constant at a value of (i- l)t a, in 
this region. There is a maximum in the region of E';:::, E1 

caused by the rapidly changing oP' ;/ oE. The error then 
decreases to zero at minimum ionization energy as P; 
becomes a weak function of E. The form of a(P';} for 
14N in a 3000 pm detector can ·be seen in fig. 8. The 
value used for a, is 1% of the maximum pulse. Curves 
are shown for detectors 2, 4, and 6. A comparison with 
a(Pi) from fig. 7 indicates that for a, = 1%, the 
increase in a(P) with i causes a(P'i) to be the dominant 
error for i :;::: 2. 

6 
--- CTsg 

5 
--a-, 

., 
..!!! 
" Cl.4 --------------
E 

" E3 

" 0 
:::;: 
_2 
0 

>!! 
o I 

0o!:---:-::10:':0'-::0=-=:J=..-=--:,~,---,--L--::-50,LO,-,O:---L--,7::-:0l::O-:::O-.L_--,.9.,JOO"'o:----l 

. t(,um) 

Fig. 10. Peak values of total error in detector 1 (a1) and energy 
loss struggle contribution (asg) for particles lH, 14N, and 235U 

expressed as a percentage of the maximum pulse expected for 
each particle vs detector thickness t in microns. Resolution is 

0.1% except forlH where a value of 100 keY was used. 

6 

CJr=.l% 

Q0~-IL0--2L0~~3L0-·~40L--5L0--6L0-~7LQ--8L0~-9L0-~100 
m 

.Fig. II. Peak value of total error in detector 1 (a1) expressed a:s a 
percentage of the maximum -expected pulse versus the mass of the 
particle in atnu. Curves,ares1lown for resolution (ar) values of.J.O 

;md 0.1%. 
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5.3. TOTAL ERROR, <T; 

Reduction of the total error is limited by the straggle 
contribution u58 mentioned above. The increase with i 
can be reduced to the point where u58 is the dominant 
contribution by reducing ur to values the order of 
0.1%. This is shown in fig. 9 for 14N in a ten-element 
identifier. In fig. 9 the maximums of u; and usg are 
plotted f<5r several choices of ur. Thus further reduction 
of u. is not necessary~ 

The advantage of using thick detectors can be seen 
by consulting fig. 10, which plots the maximum values 
of u 1 and U 58 as a. function of detector thickness. 
Resolution used was 0.1% except where this resulted 
in u. < 100 keV. In such cases, a value of 100 keV was 
used. Detectors become more ·useful as the thickness 
increases because of the decrease in u58 with t. 

The mass dependence of u 1 is shown in fig. 11. The 
decrease with increasing mass is due to <Tsg which 
decreases at high values of dE/dx. 

In general, u; can be reduced· to a point which is 
determined by usg· We have seen that detector thickness, 
t;;.:: 3000 11m, and instrumental resolution u, ~ 0.1% of 
maximum pulse achieve a. situation where <T; is domi
nated by u.8• The resolution of such an identifier would 
be close to the theoretical maximum assuming no errors 
present. 

5700 5800 

tcf 

6. Identifier. resolution 

In this section the methods of error and pulse calcu
lation developed in the preceeding sections are used to 
examine the identification capabilities of an identifier. 
In section 5 we saw that an identifier composed of 
3000 11m detectors and achieving an instrumental 
resolution of 0.1% of full scale would provide errors 
dominated only by the effect of straggle in the energy 
deposited in the detectors. This configuration will be 
used in the following calculations because it reflects, 
generally, the capabilities of identifiers that are oper
ating the region where errors are due to physical and 
not instrumental limitations. Unless specifically noted, 
the identifier considered below consists of five lithium 
drifted silicon detectors 3000 J.lfi thick with a 12 J.lm 
variation (u1). The resolution of the system is assumed 
to be 0.1% of the maximum pulse for the particle 
under consideration. When this results in a resolution 
Jess than 100 keV, a value of 100 keV is used. 

6.1. ENERGY DETERMINATION AND RESOLUTION 

Whenever a set of observed pulses is compared to the 
predicted signature of a hypothesized particle, the 
energy assumed must be varied in order to minimize x2

• 

··For a given event, the accuracy of the energy deter
mined in this fashion is related to the curvature of the 

RANGE (j.un) 
5900. 6000 

\ 
\ 

6100 6200 

" .," \ , 
' ... ~"' 
ZERO DEAD LAYER 
25J.L 

67 68 69 
ENERGY (MeV I nucleon) 

Fig; 12. x2 + 1 is plotted vs range and energy for a 14N signature of 5700 range. Curves for dead layer thickness of 0.0 and 25 ttm are 
shown. Resolution(ar) assumed was 0.1 %. 
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· x2 curve as follows: 

-(1 i'Px
2 )--r 

(FE- ---
2 aE2 

. (10) 

Eq. (10) can be used to determine the energy reso
lution of the identifier if the observed pulses used in 
the X2 calculation are set equal to those of an "average" 
eveui; i.e., an event where the pulse in each detector 
assumes its average value for the given particle and 
energy. 

Fig. 12 shows x2 as a function of assumed energy 
where the observed pulses are those of an average 14N 
event with a range of 5700 Jlm. Dashed and solid curves 
refer t~ detectors with zero and 25 11m dead layers, 
respectively. Eq. (10), applied at the minimum point 
E', gives a value of aE = 0.065 MeVfnucleon for a : 

Consulting fig. 12, we see that the x2 function h:s 
increased to a value of approximately 1.0, when 
E = E' ±a E. This illustrates the fact that the 68.3% 
confidence level contour of x2 encloses 2 a in the 
gaussian case. 

The existence cif other minima in x2 as a function ~f 
energy is also shown in fig. 12. The minimum at x = 2.0 
can be understood by observing from fig. 1 that the 
pulse required in detector 2 can be obtained by hypo
thesizing an event stopping in detector 2 or in detector 
3. Because the pulse decreases so rapidly when a 
particle leaves a. detector, the existence of a dead layer 
can greatly accentuate these secondary minima. This 
is achieved because the particle loses energy in the dead 
layer instead of in the succeeding detector. The second 
curve in fig. 12 illustrates this fact for 25 11m dead 
layers. It is clear that care must be taken in locating the 
best fit energies because of these secondary minima. 
This is especially true for z = 1, where it is good 
practice to restrict the fitted spectrum to ranges that 
stop in the active regions. 

The dead layers affect the energy resolution in a 
rather complex fashion. If the energy ofthe 14N event is 
increased in fig. 12, the secondary minimum becomes 
more pronounced. When it becomes possible to pro
duce the same pulse in detector 2 with an event which 

. enters the dead layer of detector 2 but does not pene
trate detector 3, the signatures become almost identical. 
This can be seen by displacing the f 3 curve in fig. 1 by 
the thickness of the dead layer. The effect on the energy 
resolution is shown in fig. 13 where the 2a contour 
about the energy is plotted versus range. The ordinate 
scale is E-Ea-in MeV/nucleon where E .. is the energy 
at which the x2 function reaches the 68.2% confidence 
level. The shape shown there is produced when the 

secondary minimum sweeps through the region of the 
prill_lary minimum. The case of no dead layer is also 
plotted . 

If such a degradation of resolution cannot be tole
rated, the region (corresponding in this case to < 3% 
of the detector thickness) can be removed from the 
spectrum of analyzed events. 

Energy resolution decreases when a particle has 
energy sufficient to pass entirely through an identifier. 
To illustrate this, we plot in fig. 14 the energy resolution 
for 14N throughout the identifier as we11 as at higher 
energies. The same general behavior is found for other 
particles. The mass dependence can be seen in fig. 15, 
where the range is fixed at x = 3.5 and a£ is plotted as 
a function of mass. · 

6.2. MASS AND CHARGE RESOLUTION 

In section 2it was pointed out that particles with the 
same energy loss function could produce identical 
signatures. Iri fact there are an infinite number of 
(m, z) pairs that give the same signature. Fortunately, 
most of these pairs are non-physical or are far from. 
stability. . 

The identification capability as a function of m and z 
is demonstrated by considering a single isotope in 
detail. The particle we consider is 56Fe with a range 
such thst it stops in detector 4. This defines the average 
signature for.56Fe, which is taken as the observed pulse. 
The mass and charge of the hypothesized particle are 
then allowed to vary. The minimum x2 for each mass 
and charge choice is determined, and a contour corres
ponding to .2a confidence level is drawn in the m z 
plane. These contours are shown for three resoluti~n 
values in fig. 16. 

Any particle whose mass and charge lie on a 2a 
contour produces an average signature separated from 
that of 56Fe :by one standard deviation. The efficiency 
of particle separation can be determined by the use of 
am and az shown .in fig. 16A .. The percentage of 55Fe 
and 57Fe events tlnat would be mis-identified as 56Fe 
events is 

f
a:> ' -yxZ . e 200 --dx . 

O.Sfam (2n)i 

For the case of. 0.1% resolution, am = 0.25, the 
percentage of incmrectly identified 56Fe is 4.5%. The 
value of am in the limit of ar = 0 and no thickness 
uncertainty is am= 0.117, corresponding to about 
0.01% mis-identified events. This is the limit set by the 
energy. straggle, aS¥ 

The variation of a z is shown in fig .. 17 as a function 
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DETECTOR 
2 

ZERO DEAD LAYER 
25JJ-

o; = 0.1% 

2.970 2.980 

X 

DEAD LAYER OF DETECTOR 
DETECTOR 3 

2 
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Fig. 13. Energy difference E-Ea in MeV/nucleon vs range x for a 14N event near the interface between detectors 2 and 3. E is the ener
gy at which the x2 fit reaches the 1-a confidence level. Detector thicknesses are 3000 p,m, assumed resolution is 0.1 %. The zero dead 

layer curve is drawn assuming the labeled dead layer of detector 2 was active. 
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Fig. 14. Energy resolution aE in MeY/nucleon for 14N is a five-element identifier. Detector thicknesses are 3000 p,m, curves are drawn 
for assumed resolutions err= 1.0%, 0.5%, and 0.1 %. 
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Fig. 15. Energy resolutions ue in MeV /nucleon vs mass in amu for particles of range x = 3.5 in an identifier consisting of five 3000 pm 
detectors. Resolutions assumed are Ur = 1.0%, 0.5%, and 0.1 % . 
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Fig. 16. One standard deviation confidence level contours in z (units of proton charge) and in amu. Curves enclose mass and charge 
values of particles whose average signature is close .to that of 56 Fe. Known isotopes of Mn, Fe, and Co are indicated by solid circles. 
Insert 16A shows detail near the 56Fe region and defines charge resolution az and mass resolution am. Range was fixed at x = 3.5 

and resolutions plotted are ar = 1.0%, 0.5%, and 0.1% • 
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Fig. 17. Charge z at which the x2 function reaches the 68.2% confidence level for 56Fe of range x. A five-element identifier is used 
with assumed resolutions Gr = 1.0%, 0.5%, and 0.1 %. 
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Fig. 18. Mass resolution Grn (amu) form= 56 amu vs range x throughout a five-element identifier'.lltesolution values used are Gr = 1.0%, 
0.5%, and 0.1%. 
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of range, x. The 68% confidence level contours are 
used in this case to demonstrate the asymmetry in 
resolution near the exit range. Curves are shown for 
three values of a •. The magnitude of the mass reso
lution, a m• plotted as a function of range is shown in 
fig. 18. The loss of resolution when particles exit the 
lastdetector is readily apparent. The qualitative argu
ments in section 2 indicated that the resolution should 
increase with the penetration of more detectors. This 
increase is evident in figs. 17 and 18 when the resolution 
approaches 0.1% and is dominated by a.

8
• Mass 

resolution decreases as expected when particles leave 
the telescope. Charge resolution -decreases but not as 

28.0.----,.--.----r---r--r----r---,----.-..,--.---, 

a;=O.I% 

24·0 L20_0__~. __ 6J...OO..:.... --l--IO..LO_O_L.__I..l40_0 _ _.____18J...0_0--'-2-2='-0,-:0--' 

E (MeV In ucleon) 

Fig. 19. Charge z at which the .r.2 function reaches the 68.2% 
confidence level versus energy E in MeV/nucleon for a 56Fe 
.Particle which completely traverses a five-element identifier. 
Detector thicknesses are 3000 .urn; assumed resolution ar = 0.1 %. 

. . 

drastically, because there is still the z2 dependence in 
the dEfdx function. 

At high energies where particles penetrate the entire 
identifier, the z resolution becomes asymmetric. This is 
caused by the fact that near minimum ionization 
energies a particle of higher z cannot produce lower 
signals, while a particle oflower z can produce a higher· 
signal if it has a lower energy. The 2az contour for high 

·energy Fe is plotted in fig. 19, this behavior is charac
teristic for other particles. If the energy of the particles 
is known, the charge resolution is considerably higher. 
This fact is of importance in accelerator work. 

The isotopic resolution (am) decreases with increasing 
mass. The mass dependence for several choices of a. 
for particles which have range x = 3.5 is shown in 
fig. 20. The limit imposed by a58 is also shown. The 
important fact is that this limiting case is quite rapidly 
approached as ur decreases. 

The variation of az with mass is shown in fig. 21. The 
use of figs. 20 and 21 allows one to approximate the. 
contour curves of fig. 16A for arbitrary mass and 
charge. Thus separation efficiencies for neutron-rich or 
deficient nuclei can be estimated without detailed 
calculation. 

6.3. SOLID ANGLE LIMITATIONS 

The effects of particles entering at other than normal 

m 

Fig. 20. Mass resolution am(amu) vs mass m(amu) for particles of range x = 3.5. Assumed;r.eso·Jutions are ar= 1.0%, 0.5%, and 0.1%. 
Theoretical limit is determined by the straggle in energy :l_oss. 
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Fig. 21. Charge resolution Gz (units of proton charge) for particles of range x = 3.5. Assumed resolutions are Gr = 1.0%, 0.5%, and 
. 0.1 %. Theoretical limit is determined by the straggle in energy loss. · · 
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Fig. 22. One standard deviation confidence level contours in z (units of proton charge) and m (amu) of particles entering an identifier at 
angles 0°, so, and IOo fit to a 56 Fe hypothesis. Range was fixed at x = 3.5 and resolution a~= 0.1 %. 
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incidence behave qualitatively, as discussed in section 
2. One approach to this problem is to consider which 
particles entering an identifier at an angle can simulate · 
the signal of the particle of interest. Again considering 
the case of56Fe, we allow particles of arbitrary m and z 
to enter the identifier at angles of 5o and 10°, respec
tively. The signal produced is compared to a 56Fe, 0° 
incidence hypothesis. The range was fixed at x = 3.5 
and the resulting 2 u confidence level contours in m 
and z are shown in fig. 22. The expected result indi, 
eating lighter mass particles entering at an angle can 
produce the signatures of heavier particles at normal 
incidence is quantitatively verified. It. is clear that 
particles entering at angles greater than 5° greatly 
reduce the resolution of Fe isotopes. The allowable 
angle increases at lower masses, and resolution is 
preserved up to 30° for 1 H, 2 H separation. 

An identifier designed to separate heavy ions with a 
large acceptance cone could incorporate devices. such 
as wire proportional chambers or position sensitive 
detectors to provide angular information. 

6.4. MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS 

Another approach to the calculation of separation 
effi~iencies is to generate events using Monte Carlo 
techniques and then analyze tbe resulting pulses. We 
choose to present the resolutions via the x2 approach 
because the physical understanding is clearer~ 

The resolutions presented here have been confirmed 
using Monte Carlo analysis. In particular, the mass 
resolution for 13N at u, = 0.5% predicts nine events 
per thousand will favor a 14N signature. The analysis 
of 1000 Monte Carlo generated 13N events yielded ten 
events that had a lower x2 for the .14N hypothesis. 

1. Conclusion 

We have seen that the change in dEfdx with x is 
quite sensitive to particle identity. A particle identifier 
design based on this fact consists of several thick solid 
state detectors. The x-square method outlined earlier 
allows particles to be distinguished using the pulse 
signatures they produce in the identifier. 

Calculations show that the maximum possible 
resolution is limited by the straggle in the energy 
deposited in the detectors. This limiting case is ap~ 
proached rapidly as instrumental resolution improves. 
With presently available electronics and detectors, the 
predicted mass resolution is urn::::::: 0.016+0.0041 m for 
particles of mass m stopping in the third detector. This 
gives a 5% resolution between the isotopes of iron; 

charge resolution extends throughout . the periodic 
table. 

Without the guidance, encouragement, and support 
of H. H. Heckman, this work would have been 
impossible. F. Bieser and F. Goulding have been 
valuable sources of information concerning the capa
bilities of solid state detector systems. Conversations 
with P. Lindstrom helped settle -points concerning the 
form of the x2 function. This work was supported by 
NASA Grants NGR05-003-405 and NGR 05-003..:256, 
and Contract NAS 9-5249. 
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~----------------LEGAL NOTICE------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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